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Despite the fact that the pharmaceutical industry has produced tablets for more than a hundred

years, the development of a new formulation and the choice of manufacturing processes and

excipients is often based on trial-and-error approach. This trail and error approach poses several

challenges during tableting ( e.g. low tensile strength, excessive friability, and strain rate

sensitivity).

A mechanically compromised tablet is unsuitable for use by patients for many reasons including

the loss of potency associated with a split or fragmented product. Accurately predicting to what

extent a material and their formulation is sensitive to changes in strain rate is vital for developing

a robust formulation

See pictures below 

Developing models to predict the strength [ Fig. 2 ] and porosity [ Fig. 1 ] of directly compressed

pharmaceutical powders, including understanding the influence of strain rate and additional

surface modifying components such as lubricants.

Objectives 
▪ Detailed characterisation of physical & mechanical properties of representative materials.

▪ Detailed compaction of these materials including influence of strain rate & extent of lubrication.

▪ Detailed characterisation of tablets, including strength, structure & disintegration performance.

▪ Developing and apply models to describe individual component contributions to bulk strength,

tablet porosity and disintegration performance.

Fig. 1. Tablet porosity Fig. 2. Tablet Strength 
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Mixture components
Excipient % (w/w)
Microcrystalline cellulose 66 %
lactose 33 %
Magnesium stearate 1%
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Fig. 3. Compaction profiles measured by the compaction simulator, where (A) is the force-time and displacement-time profile
for tablets produced at total compression time of 0.9 sec, and (B) is the force-time and displacement -time profile for tablets
produced at total compression time of 0.225 sec.

▪ Single-ended compaction mode ▪ Sinusoidal compaction profile 
▪ Punch Position control ▪ Various total compression time 

Characterisation of  the compaction process:

Compaction 
pressure  
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Fig. 4.  Effect of total compression time on tablet (A) tabletability, (B) 
compactibility and (C) compressibility profile. 
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▪ Strength shows a reduction in all cases as speed is increased
▪ Deformation is a more time- dependent process
▪ The pressures required to achieve given porosities increase as the machine speed is increased

▪ The mixture  shows sensitivity to changes in strain rate 

▪ A higher compression pressure makes a stronger tablet [ Fig. 4. A]

▪ A higher compression speed makes a weaker tablet [ Fig. 4. A, B]

As solid oral dosage forms are the widest accepted vector of drug delivery 
with > 60% of the market share [1], the properties that affect the 
performance of such drugs has been extensively researched. One such 
property is the particle size of both the active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API) and excipients. Variations in particle size are known to have an 
adverse effect on dissolution outcomes in compacts, with smaller particles 
dissolving and being absorbed faster [2]. Changes in particle size can occur 
through various manufacturing processes such as fragmentation during 
compaction, among others [3]. 
THz-TDS enables the measurement of the refractive index and loss 
coefficient of a formulation/tablet [4]. The loss coefficient is the sum of the 
absorption contribution of the formulation and the scattering contribution 
driven by particle size and shape.

αtotal = αabsorption + αscattering

The Christiansen model [5] can be applied to estimate the scattering 
contributions in compacts given significant material knowledge such as the 
particle size (∆), sample thickness (𝑑𝑑), frequency (𝜔𝜔) and refractive index of 
the various components (𝑛𝑛API & 𝑛𝑛Blend). Along with these material 
properties, this model also requires knowledge of the area of the wavefront 
covered by scattering objects (𝐾𝐾) which is commonly fitted from 
experimental data [5]. 

𝛼𝛼scattering = 𝐾𝐾2 𝜔𝜔2

2𝑐𝑐2 (𝑛𝑛API − 𝑛𝑛blend)2𝑑𝑑∆
Using specially fabricated compacts containing borosilicate glass 
microspheres suspended in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) matrix [6], we 
present a model that enables the estimation of particle size using THz-TDS.
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Results

• Samples consisted of 
borosilicate glass 
microspheres suspended in a
PTFE matrix to minimise 
sample porosity and the effect 
of particle shape on the 
scattering extraction.

• Materials: Borosilicate glass 
beads with 3 particle sizes: 38 
- 45 µm, 90 – 106 µm and 125 
- 150 µm. 
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Objectives
To develop a model to non-destructively estimate particle size changes in 
powder compacts using terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). 

38 - 45 µm

90 - 106 µm

125 - 150 µm

• Scattering contributions maximise at a given concentration dependent on 
the particle size and concentration. 

• The first principles model is accurate in predicting scattering from particle 
size changes.

• Further validation is required on the inverse scattering model to predict 
particle size of complex pharmaceutical samples.
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• Extraction of THz scattering requires the absorption contributions of the 
formulation.

• Estimation of the scattering contributions from the glass beads from the 
estimated absorption contributions and the extracted loss coefficient.
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Concentration (w/w/%)

• Six concentration levels:  2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 & 30% w/w.
• Samples were compacted at 400 MPa using a compaction simulator 

(HB50, Huxley-Bertram).
• THz analysis was performed with a commercial THz-TDS system 

(Terapulse Lx, TeraView).
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